Hail is the costliest atmospheric hazard in Switzerland, causing substantial damage to agriculture, cars and buildings every year. In this study, a 12-year statistic of objectively identified cold fronts and a radar-based hail statistic are combined to investigate the co-occurrence of cold fronts and hail in Switzerland. In a first step, an automated front identification scheme, which has previously been designed for and applied to global reanalysis data, is modified for a high-resolution regional analysis data set. This front detection method is then adapted, tested and applied to the Consortium for Small Scale Modelling (COSMO) analysis data for the extended hail season (May to September) in the years 2002-2013. The resulting cold front statistic is presented and discussed. In a second step, the frequency of cold fronts is linked to a high-resolution radar-based hail statistic to determine the relative fraction of hail initiation events in pre-frontal environments. Up to 45% of all detected hail events in north-eastern and southern Switzerland form in pre-frontal zones. Similar fractions are identified upstream of the Jura and the Black Forest mountains. The percentage of front-related hail formation is highest in regions where hail is statistically less frequent, with the exception of southern Switzerland. Furthermore, it is shown that fronts create wind-sheared environments, which are favourable for hail cells.
Introduction
Hail-producing thunderstorms are a frequent natural hazard in Switzerland during the summer months and pose a challenge to numerical weather models and forecasters. Many hail storms are accompanied by large-scale weather fronts but the precise number of pre-frontal hail storms and its regional variability is unknown. In this study, we use a high-resolution regional analysis to quantify the pre-frontal hail fraction of a 12-year radar-observed hail statistic over Switzerland for the 'extended hail season' May to September (Nisi et al., 2016) . Recent studies focused on hail occurrence over central Europe (Suwala and Bednorz, 2013; Punge et al., 2014 ) but yet the number of pre-frontal hail events has not been quantified.
Research on the ambient state of the atmosphere that is favourable for the formation of severe thunderstorms that can produce hail, convective wind gusts or tornadoes has a long tradition, e.g. Fawbush and Miller (1954) ; Houze et al. (1993) ; Willemse (1995) ; Schiesser et al. (1997) ; Huntrieser et al. (1997) ; Rasmussen and Blanchard (1998) ; Brooks et al. (2003) ; Groenemeijer and Delden (2007) ; Naylor and Gilmore (2012) ; Grams et al. (2012) ; Manzato (2012) ; Mohr and Kunz (2013) ; Gensini et al. (2014) ; Allen and Karoly (2014) ; Merino et al. (2014) . Such studies often involve the analysis of proximity-soundings, i.e. soundings obtained in close spatial and temporal proximity to such an event. Proximity soundings allow for the identification of the ambient conditions conducive to the development of severe thunderstorms (Brooks, 2009) . These include high values of convective available potential energy (CAPE; Groenemeijer and Delden, 2007) , low convective inhibition (CIN; Davies, 2004) and strong vertical wind shear between approximately 0-6 km (Weisman and Klemp, 1982; Doswell and Evans, 2003; Kaltenboeck and Steinheimer, 2015) . Also important are a reduced mid-tropospheric lapse rate, a high mixing ratio and high storm relative helicity (Droegemeier et al., 1993) . A variety of derived indices, e.g. the significant hail parameter (SHIP) (details are provided at http://www.spc.noaa.gov/sfctest/help/help_sigh.html) or the SWISS index (Huntrieser et al., 1997) , have been developed based on empirically or statistically derived combinations of the above-mentioned quantities and others (Manzato, 2013) . However, proximity soundings are only representative for the state of the lower troposphere in close vicinity (50-100 km; Haklander and Delden, 2003) to the measurement site and can only provide limited information about the synoptic-scale setting.
The synoptic-scale flow situation can be studied using surface weather charts, radar information, satellite data and analysis data (Towery and Changnon, 1970; Doswell, 1987) . Indeed, the role of synoptic-scale forcing and especially of cold-fronts is important for hail storms, as early investigations of radar data have demonstrated. Studies such as Towery and Changnon (1970) showed that hail cells associated with fronts live longer and move faster, and that a substantial number of hail cases (more than 50%) are linked to frontal features. In a number of case studies, the role of cold fronts for the initiation and life-cycle of severe convection in North America was discussed in detail (e.g. Ogura and Portis, 1982; Heymsfield and Schotz, 1985; Doswell, 1987; Locatelli et al., 1995; Neiman and Wakimoto, 1999) . The role of synoptic-scale forcing is mainly to 'set the scene' for severe convection by contributing to a moistening of the lower troposphere through low-level moisture advection and by reducing existing capping inversions through upper-level cold air advection (Doswell, 1987) . In addition, cold fronts are important for (1) the triggering of convection (Ogura and Portis, 1982) , (2) the upward advection of moisture by the vertical frontal circulation and the initiation of convection through the vertical circulation (Neiman and Wakimoto, 1999) and (3) the formation of convergence lines that trigger the convection (Heymsfield and Schotz, 1985) . Alberoni et al. (2000) ; Costa et al. (2001) and Giaiotti et al. (2003) discuss the role of synoptic-scale forcing and in particular the role of cold fronts associated with severe convection and hail in Northern Italy. Both Costa et al. (2001) and Giaiotti et al. (2003) point out the importance of the interaction of the large-scale driven flow with the local orography for the formation of hail-producing thunderstorms. This interaction results in important triggers for convection, namely convergence zones associated with cold fronts and the destabilization by the cold advection aloft.
Outline and objectives
In this study, we extend the case studies cited above that focused on a limited number of cases (Ogura and Portis, 1982; Heymsfield and Schotz, 1985; Doswell, 1987; Locatelli et al., 1995; Neiman and Wakimoto, 1999) by investigating a larger sample of hail events (∼14 000) that occurred in Switzerland and adjacent regions during the extended hail season between 2002 and 2013. The main objectives of this study are:
1 To apply an automated front recognition algorithm to an analysis data set with high spatial and temporal resolution (Steppler et al., 2003; Jenkner et al., 2010) . The front algorithm and radar-based hail detection are discussed in Section 3; the front frequency for Switzerland is presented in Section 4. 2 To link the front data to a radar-based data set of hail initiations, defined as the time when hail is first detected in a thunderstorm cell by the radar, and to quantify the fraction of pre-frontal hail formations in different regions of Switzerland (Section 5). 3 To characterize the temporal evolution of the vertical wind shear in pre-frontal zones prior to hail formation (Section 6).
Methods

Front detection
The automated detection algorithm for synoptic-scale fronts in the Consortium for Small Scale Modelling (COSMO) analysis data set is based on the work of Jenkner et al. (2010) and and has been shown to be useful for the automated recognition of synoptic-scale fronts in a global reanalysis (Schemm and Sprenger, 2015; and in the high resolution COSMO-7 reanalysis data (Jenkner et al., 2010) . In this study, the methodology and specific complications arising from its application to a 2 km data set are outlined. The COSMO analysis data set is operationally produced by Meteo Swiss and encompasses approximately 2 ∘ -17 ∘ E, 42 ∘ -50 ∘ N (more details at: http://www. cosmo-model.org/content/tasks/operational/meteo Swiss/). The hourly model output is provided with a 6.6 km grid-spacing until 2007 (COSMO-7) and with a 2.2 km grid-spacing (COSMO-2) since 2007 (Steppler et al., 2003; Jenkner et al., 2010) . Because the frequency of large-scale weather fronts in the limited area weather predication COSMO model (which is driven by ECMWF forecast fields) is not affected by the increase in the spatial resolution in 2007, and because we do not make use of more sensitive information such as frontal gradients, we decided to use the full time period 2002-2012. The identification strategy focuses on the localization of the thermal front parameter (TFP; Hewson, 1998) , which is defined as
where e denotes the equivalent potential temperature. The parameter describes 'the gradient of the magnitude of the gradient of a thermodynamic scalar quantity (here e ), resolved into the direction of the gradient of that quantity ' (Renard and Clarke, 1965) . In other words, the change in the gradient of e is projected along the normal component of the front (perpendicular to the frontal zone) in order to take the curvature of a front into account. The TFP is used to identify the location of the maximum of |∇ e | in narrow zones of strong thermal gradients, which are referred to as frontal zones or frontal areas. After a series of manual tests in the COSMO-2 data, we set the threshold for the frontal zone to |∇ e | > 6 K (100 km) − 1 at 700 hPa. Note that previous studies use weaker thresholds, e.g. 4 K (100 km) − 1 by , which is primarily due to the lower resolution of the data sets used in their analyses. Inside a frontal zone, the actual front is located where the TFP is zero (see Figure 1) . To test the sensitivity of the frontal frequencies to the choice of the minimum frontal length, the frontal frequencies obtained with a minimum length of 300 and 500 km are discussed (Section 4). The TFP in this study is evaluated at 700 hPa, because the traditional altitude of On the link between cold fronts and hail in Switzerland 317 850 hPa (Hewson, 1998; Berry et al., 2011 , and references therein) lies below most of Switzerland's high topography. For further details and technical aspects regarding the implementation, testing and validation of the algorithm, the reader is referred to and Jenkner et al. (2010) .
The high-resolution data set used in this study poses some additional challenges compared to the previous application of the front detection algorithm:
• To overcome the large gridpoint-to-gridpoint variability in a high-resolution data set, and to avoid the misidentification of localized noise as fronts, a diffusive smoothing is applied to e using a Laplacian filter (see Jenkner et al., 2010) .
• In general, the fronts are very thin lines (where TFP = 0, see also Figure 1 ); the slightly broader frontal zones (|∇ e | > 6 K (100 km) − 1 ) around the detected fronts are therefore used for the calculation of the frontal frequencies.
Finally, we note that frontal identification strategies based on thermal gradients frequently identify thermal boundaries over the Alps, especially during the late evening, that are formed by Alpine pumping (Weissmann et al., 2005) . As we are mainly interested in synoptic-scale fronts, we restrict our study to cold fronts and require all identified fronts to live for at least 3 h. Due to the hourly resolution of the data set, an overlap criterion between consecutive time steps is sufficient to determine the lifetime of every front. No frontal tracking algorithm is required. The front type is determined by defining a wind component v f perpendicular to the front:
This advection criterion allows the scheme to distinguish cold (v f > 0) from warm (v f < 0) fronts (where v denotes the horizontal wind). The requirements introduced above (i.e. a minimum lifetime of 3 h, limitation to cold fronts and minimum length) remove the majority of thermal fronts induced by Alpine pumping. The introduction of additional criteria to remove thermal fronts, e.g. a minimum advection threshold, the time of detection or the location above the Alpine ridge, did not improve the algorithm.
The main differences between the fronts used in this study and the fronts used by Jenkner et al. (2010) are the application of the length criterion, the requisite minimum lifetime and the restriction to cold fronts. In addition, the frontal threshold used in this study is slightly higher due to the increased spatial resolution of the data.
Front detection -an illustrative example
To depict a typical synoptic situation with a cold front and pre-frontal hail formation on the northern side of the Alps, an example from the first of July 2012 at 0600 UTC is presented in Figure 1 . The synoptic situation was dominated by a long-wave quasi-stationary trough over the East Atlantic and Western Europe. The Alpine area was located in a warm sector ahead of a cold front that moved eastward across Central Europe. Because of Foehn winds from the south, the northern side of the Alps was initially rather dry. However, a moderate mid-level south-westerly flow brought very warm, moist and unstable air over Central Europe, creating an environment with high potential instability and therefore conditions favourable to severe thunderstorm development. The first thunderstorms developed during the late evening hours, and the northern Alpine area was affected later that night by severe hailstorms (not shown).
The flow at 700 hPa is south-westerly (Figure 1(a) ) and the cold front is detected in the north-western part of the domain over France. The propagation of the front is slow: over the next 2 days, the cold front remains almost stationary. The radar reflectivity pattern indicates a precipitation band with an orientation similar to that of the cold front located approximately 400 km downstream of the cold front. Noticeable is the hail cell that is detected in north-eastern Switzerland at 47.2 ∘ N and 8.7 ∘ E with a radar reflectivity of ∼60 dBZ.
In Figure 1 (b), the same situation is shown at 850 hPa. The cold front is again identified in the western part of the domain but is located slightly more to the east. This can be expected from the characteristic vertical tilt of the front. In addition to the mature cold front, a second front located at the centre of the main reflectivity pattern is identified with strong wind convergence. Such a pre-frontal convergence line is a characteristic that is frequently observed in conjunction with strong pre-frontal thunderstorm activity (Newton, 1950; Rotunno et al., 1988; Meischner et al., 1991; Delden, 1998; Schultz, 2005) . From the kinematic perspective of temperature advection, the convergence line is identified as a cold front by our front identification method.
The shape of the frontal areas at 850 hPa is strongly affected by the latent heat released during the formation of cloud droplets. In addition, the 850 hPa surface intersects the ground in many areas, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b) by areas with no wind vectors. This underpins the decision to use the fronts as detected at 700 hPa, even though they might be located relatively far from the centre of precipitation. Furthermore, convergence lines are detected more rarely at 700 hPa than at 850 hPa.
For the linkage between hail initiations and approaching cold fronts to be dynamically meaningful, the frontal zone must be located upstream of the hail cell (see Figure 1) . Due to the small domain size, all fronts upstream of hail cells are considered in the analysis and no maximum distance criterion is used (the average distance between hail formation and a front is around 200 km; the median distance is 130 km).
Radar-based hail detection
Radar-based detection of the probability of hail (POH) provides an indirect measure of the occurrence of hail at the surface. The 3-D radar-based POH statistic of Nisi et al. (2016) is based on the difference between the 45-dBZ radar echo top height, i.e. the maximum altitude of the 45-dBZ echo (ET 45 ) , and the height of the melting layer (H 0 ). In this study, H 0 is taken from the COSMO analysis. An empirical relationship, originally derived by Waldvogel et al. (1979) Nisi et al. (2016) for more details regarding the quality of the hail detection over complex terrain, high-resolution hail statistics and the calibration data. For a detailed description of the Swiss radar network, which consists of three radar stations in western (La Dôle; 6.1 ∘ E, 46.4 ∘ N; 1680 m a.s.l), north-eastern (Albis; 8.5 ∘ E, 47.2 ∘ N; 928 m a.s.l) and southern (Monte Lema; 8.8 ∘ E, 46.0 ∘ N; 1625 m a.s.l.) Switzerland, the reader is referred to the study of Germann et al. (2006) and Joss et al. (1998) . In Figure 2(a) , the radar stations are located near Geneva, Zurich and Locarno.
The life cycle of individual thunderstorms and hail cells can be investigated using the radar tracking algorithm Thunderstorm Radar Tracking (TRT) by Hering et al. (2004) . The underlying criteria for the detection of a convective hail cell in the data set of Nisi et al. (2016) 
are
• a minimum convective cell lifetime of 15 min and • at least 5 pixels in each cell with POH values greater than 90% for at least 5 min.
A total of 14 000 convective hail cells are identified in the 12-year study period. The locations of hail initiation in the convective cell represent the data base of this study. We henceforth refer to the location of the first detection of a hail signal as the location of hail initiation.
Frequency of front detection
Switzerland is commonly affected by eastward propagating synoptic-scale disturbances that are embedded in the mean westerly flow. Cold fronts typically approach Switzerland from the northwest (75%) and only rarely from the southeast (Jenkner et al., 2010) . During summer, the largest fraction of fronts that do not propagate into Switzerland from the northwest instead approach the Alps from the southwest (Jenkner et al., 2010) . The Alps strongly affect the speed and direction of travel. The distortion of the flow field leads to the slowing and deformation of the fronts (Davies, 1984; Schumann, 1987) .
In this section, the frequencies of cold fronts with two different minimum lengths are discussed. The climatology is presented in terms of an occurrence rate (%) of the frontal zones at every gridpoint, which is obtained by a time average of binary frontal fields. To obtain this average, gridpoints containing fronts are labelled with a one; those without are labelled with a zero. A time average over all time steps results in a front frequency. The results presented here show the entire COSMO-2 domain; in all later sections, only a sub-domain around Switzerland is shown to account for the decrease in the quality of radar detection.
The detection frequencies of fronts with minimum lengths of 500 km are shown in Figure 2(a) . The obtained frontal frequency highlights regions where fronts typically slow down or become stationary, i.e. upstream of mountain crests, before they become deformed or split. Fronts are frequently identified upstream of the main Alpine ridge (up to ∼6%, Figure 2 (a)), as well as upstream of the Jura Mountains in north-western Switzerland (∼4%) and on the southern side of the Alps (∼5%). The detection rates decrease towards the boundaries of the domain due to the fact that fronts that have just entered the domain or are leaving the domain do not fulfil the length criterion.
The front frequencies for fronts with a minimum length of 300 km (Figure 2(b) ) show higher detection rates over the Alpine foothills (∼13%). This can be explained by a type of quasi-stationary front that is mainly due to diurnal circulations and that is less frequently detected with the 500 km length criterion. For example, a strong increase in frontal detection rates is found in the south-western part of the Alps, forming a bow-shaped pattern that extends southward towards the Mediterranean, that is much less pronounced in Figure 2 (a). This finding agrees with the results of Jenkner et al. (2010) and their climatology of meso-scale fronts. They find enhanced detection rates of thermally induced meso-scale fronts along the border between France and Italy, along the upper Rhône Valley and along the French Alps towards the Mediterranean coastline. These fronts are mainly driven by the diurnal evolution of the planetary boundary layer in this region. Moreover, Jenkner et al. (2010) point out the pronounced effect of the thermal circulation on the detection of meso-scale fronts along the Mediterranean coastline. In this area, sea breezes contribute to the break up of the inversion layer and can hence assist the growth of localized thermal fronts (Bastin et al., 2005) . From the kinematic perspective, these fronts may, according to Equation (2), be classified as cold fronts and hence become part of our front data set, if they also meet the minimum length criterion of 300 km. Based on these results, we decided to require the cold fronts in this study to have a minimum length of 500 km.
Statistics of pre-frontal hail formation
Turning to the fraction of pre-frontal hail initiations, a spatially smoothed hail cell initiation statistic is presented in Figure 3(a) . The southern parts of Switzerland and the southern Prealps, i.e. the Alpine foothills, are hail initiation hotspots (Figure 3(a) ; see Punge et al., 2014; Mohr et al., 2015) . North of the Alps, western Switzerland, especially along the Jura mountains and the pre-Alpine areas south of Bern, shows an increased occurrence of hail cell initiations. The hotspot region in south-western Germany is a well-known area of frequent thunderstorm activity (Kunz and Puskeiler, 2010) . Note that areas of high topography (>1500 m a.s.l.), where the total number of detected hail cells is low, are masked. A more detailed discussion can be found in the study of Nisi et al. (2016) . cold front, i.e. the frontal gridpoint nearest to the hail initiation must be located to its west. Due to the limited domain size, all hail initiations downstream of a cold front are taken into account and no maximum distance limit is set. In the region upstream (windward side) of the Jura Mountains, we find that up to 40-45% of all hail initiations are associated with a cold front to their west. In the Jura Mountains, however, where a high fraction of pre-frontal hail formations are found upstream, a local minimum is identified (<20%). This dipole pattern around an orographic obstacle is also found in south-western Germany, where a minimum in the pre-frontal hail fraction is identified over the Black Forest (<25%) and 30-40% of all pre-frontal hail initiations are formed to the west of the Rhine valley. In north-eastern Switzerland, around Basel and Zurich, more hail initiations are associated with fronts (30-40%) as compared to western Switzerland (20-30%). In western Switzerland, hail formation is frequently due to air mass convection in south-westerly flow situations (Nisi et al., 2016) . For southern Switzerland, we identify fronts in up to 40% of all hail cases. Although there appears to be a west-east gradient in the percentage of hail initiations with associated synoptic-scale fronts, the local variability over the domain suggests that the eastward increase is not due to the influence of the limited domain size. Although hail occurs statistically less frequently in pre-frontal zones, these findings suggest that hail occurs primarily in pre-frontal zones, with the exception of Ticino on the southern side of the Alps (see Figure 3 (a) and (b)).
Vertical shear during pre-frontal hail formation
So far, we have focused on the statistical relationship between fronts and the formation of hail. In the following section, we touch briefly on the potential physical mechanisms that make fronts a key ingredient for the formation of hail cells. One such mechanism is wind shear, which is known to be a crucial factor for long-lived convective cells. Shear is able to extend the lifetime of a convective cell and multiple-cell storms are likely to occur in a wind-sheared environment. Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978) and Wilhelmson and Klemp (1978) show that convective cells decay if the cold pool at the front of the cell moves away at an early stage. In this case, moist warm air is no longer lifted at the leading edge of the cold pool above the pool and into the cloud. If there is sufficient vertical wind shear; however, the cold pool remains below the convective cell and adds to the vertical lifting of warm air because horizontal vorticity generated at the leading edges of the cold pool forces vertical motion in combination with horizontal ambient vorticity of the opposite sign (Knupp and Cotton, 1982; Rotunno and Klemp, 1985; Rotunno et al., 1988; Weisman et al., 1988; Weisman and Rotunno, 2004; Schlemmer and Hohenegger, 2014) or due to buoyancy forcing by evaporation at the cold pool boundaries (Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2006; Böing et al., 2012; Torris et al., 2015) . These mechanical and thermodynamic cold-pool dynamics can also trigger the formation of multiple storm cells (Markowski and Richardson, 2010) . Furthermore, Droegemeier and Wilhelmson (1985a) and Droegemeier and Wilhelmson (1985b) describe the collision of two cold pools as driving mechanism behind long-lived convective clouds. For further details, the reader is referred to the study of Markowski and Richardson (2010) . Following the arguments presented by Emanuel (1994) , the decay of a convective cell is forced at a later stage by the cold pool if updrafts become too weak to lift the cold and dense air into cloud. However, vertical wind shear leads to the formation of non-hydrostatic pressure anomalies, which are a surrogate for positive buoyancy or heating anomalies inside the convective cell. Accordingly, the forcing by the cold pool is offset and the lifetime of the convective cell is extended.
Here we focus on the bulk shear of the meridional wind component (Figure 4) . The shear is often measured between 0-6 km (Weisman and Klemp, 1982; Doswell and Evans, 2003; Haklander and Delden, 2003; Groenemeijer and Delden, 2007; Kaltenboeck and Steinheimer, 2015) , but because our focus lies not on the actual quantification of the forced lifting but rather on a qualitative assessment of the shear conditions in a broader pre-frontal zone, we consider 700 hPa (which is the pressure level at which fronts are identified) and the 850 hPa level. In the semi-geostrophic approximation, the thermal wind balance implies a vertical wind shear of the along-frontal wind component proportional to the across-frontal temperature gradient (Holton, 2004) . If we consider a broader zone around the frontal lines (±500 km) that encompasses the pre-frontal and post-frontal areas, we may argue that the geostrophic approximation is also justified. In the geostrophic case, thermal wind balance implies a vertical wind shear of the meridional wind component proportional to the zonal temperature gradient, i.e. for a hypothetical cold front strictly oriented north-south, it implies a positive vertical shear of the meridional wind component:
where p 0 is set to 850 hPa, p 1 is set to 700 hPa and T denotes the average layer temperature between the two limits (f is the Coriolis parameter and R is the gas constant for dry air). The temporal evolution of the shear is likely driven by the approaching cold fronts. Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of the vertical shear of the meridional wind at every hail site. The temporal evolution of the shear is calculated at every location where a hail initiation is detected by the radar. Afterwards we average over all time series with hail initiation in western, north-eastern and southern Switzerland separately. We additionally separate cases in western, north-eastern (northern) and southern Switzerland (domains are shown in Figure 2(b) ). However, the vertical shear of the meridional wind increases prior to the first hail initiation in all three domains. In the northern and western sub-domain, this increase is stronger than that in the southern domain, and reaches a maximum 2-4 h before hail formation. Shielding of the fronts by the Alps may be a reason for a weaker shear signal on the southern side of the Alps or a systematically different orientation of the fronts (i.e. more zonally than meridionally oriented). An inspection of the temporal evolution of the distance between the front and the site of hail initiation (not shown) indicates that the increase in shear typically co-occurs with the approaching front. This suggests that one reason why pre-frontal zones are amenable for the formation of long-lived convective cells is because they form a large-scale sheared environment. Further investigations are needed to compare pre-frontal hail cases to front-free cases, but the analysis provides a first indication of the physical mechanisms that contribute to hail formation in pre-frontal zones.
Conclusions and summary
The main objective of this study was to investigate the co-occurrence of cold fronts and hail over Switzerland using a large sample (14 000) of hail events for the period between 2002 and 2012 (May-September). To this end, an automated front identification algorithm is applied to a high-resolution regional analysis data set (COSMO-2/-7) covering the Alpine ridge and the front data are linked with radar-based hail signals. Based on this information, we present a statistic of pre-frontal hail initiations.
The front algorithm was successfully adapted to operate on a grid spacing of 2.2 km and performs well in the identification of synoptic-scale cold fronts on 700 hPa. The obtained 12-year frontal frequencies show maxima in areas where fronts typically become stationary along the Alpine foothills.
We identify regions where the fraction of pre-frontal hail initiations is particularly high. Locally, the fraction increases to up to 40-45%, particularly in areas where the total number of hail initiations is small, i.e. in north-eastern Switzerland. This finding suggests that hail initiations in these areas require fronts as an additional agent to force intense convection. Elsewhere orographic forcing is potentially strong enough to provide enough lifting to trigger hail storms. On the southern side of the Alps, the Ticino region is an exception. There, hail occurs frequently and is associated with pre-frontal conditions in 40% of all cases. On average, the distance between the front line and the point of hail initiation is around 200 km, with a median value of ∼130 km.
Finally, we examined the temporal evolution of the vertical shear of the meridional wind (between 850 and 700 hPa) at the sites of hail initiation. We find an increase in shear until around 1 h prior to the detection of hail for cases north of the Alps, and a continued increase for cases south of the Alps (note that the temporal resolution of the data set is 1 h). Because cold fronts are associated with vertical wind shear, and because wind shear is known to be a favourable condition for the formation of long-lived convective cells, we argue that frontal zones are amenable for the formation of hail (among other effects, not discussed in this study; such as along-frontal moisture transport (see Doswell, 2001) ).
The obtained data set of pre-frontal hail initiations over Switzerland can be further used to, e.g. directly compare the characteristics of hail cases associated with fronts to cases without fronts and to quantify the role of pre-frontal moisture advection, lifting and destabilization. The data set might also be used to explore the relationship between hail and other significant weather events such as wind gusts or lightning.
